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An approach based on the generalized reciprocal theorem is presented to derive the well-known
result for the drag force exerted on a rigid sphere translating in a viscous fluid in an arbitrary
manner. The use of generalized reciprocal theorem allows one to bypass the calculation of stress
distribution over the particle surface in order to compute the force. © 2004 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1645491#
Suppose that a rigid spherical particle with radius R un-
dergoes translatory oscillations in a viscous fluid. When the
Reynolds number of the oscillatory motion is small, Re
5vR,/n!1, the convective terms, (v„)v, in the Navier–
Stokes equations can be neglected. Here v and , are the
frequency and the amplitude of the oscillations, respectively,
and n is a kinematic viscosity of the fluid. We also take the
oscillations to have a small amplitude, ,/R!1. Under these
conditions, the fluid vorticity, z5curl v, satisfies the heat
equation
]z/]t5nDz. ~1!
Following Landau and Lifshitz1 we write the velocity of the
sphere in the form u5u0e2ivt, where u0 is a constant vector.
From the linearity of the problem the velocity of the fluid
around the sphere has the form
v5e2ivtcurl curl gu0 , ~2!
where g is a function of a radial coordinate r only, while the
instantaneous origin is taken at the center of the sphere. Sub-
stituting ~2! into ~1! and choosing the physically realizable
solution ~which decays exponentially with r) one obtains
g8~r !5~aeikr~r21/ik !1b !/r2, ~3!
where k5(11i)/d and d5A2n/v is the penetration depth.
The constants a and b are found by applying the no-slip
boundary condition v5u at r5R ~see Problem 5 on p. 89 in
Landau and Lifshitz1!
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3S 12 3ikR 2 3k2R2D . ~4!
The reciprocal theorem for low Reynolds number flows
allows one to bypass the detailed solution of the problem by
relating the hydrodynamic force on a particle to an integral
over the particle surface of the velocity field in which the
particle is immersed. A generalization of this theorem for
arbitrary Reynolds numbers is possible, with the effect of
inertia now appearing as a volume integral.2 From Lovalenti
and Brady2 the force exerted on a particle by the fluid in a
coordinate frame instantaneously fixed with the particle’s
center is given by
F5FS2rE
V f
Mf dV~x!. ~5!
Here FS is the pseudo-steady Stokes drag on the particle,M
is a second-rank Stokes mobility tensor, f~x! represents the
inertia terms in the equation of motion and for the small-
amplitude transient motion considered here f5]v/]t . The
integral in ~5! is over the entire fluid volume V f“$x
PR3:uxu.R%. For a spherical particle, FS526pRhu(t)
andM is given by
Mi j~x!5
3R
4 S d i jr 1 xix jr3 D1 R
3
4 S d i jr3 2 3xix jr5 D . ~6!
From ~2! and ~3! the velocity field around the particle is
v i5H G1~r !S ui2 xixmumr2 D2G2~r !uiJ e2ivt, ~7!
where
G1~r !5
g8~r !
r
2g9~r !, G2~r !5
2g8~r !
r
, ~8!
and g8(r) is given in ~3!. Differentiating ~7! with respect to
time and substituting into the volume integral in ~5! we find
that the unsteady inertia contribution to the force reads
E
r.R
Mik
]vk
]t
dV~x!52iv e2ivtuiI, ~9!
and the complex constant I is given by
I54pE
r5R
‘ H G1~r ! 3r2R1R36r3 2G2~r ! Rr J r2dr
5~313i!pdR21
2pR3
3 . ~10!
It is readily seen from ~9! and ~10! that the unsteady inertia
has two contributions to the drag force: the imaginary part of
I results in a contribution proportional to u and the real part
of I produces a term proportional to u˙ givinga!Electronic mail: jfb@cheme.caltech.edu
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6phR2
d
u13pdrR2S 11 2R9d D u˙,
~11!
where we used the substitution v52n/d2. Finally, combin-
ing this result with ~5! the net force on the sphere reads
F526phRS 11 Rd Du23pdrR2S 11 2R9d D u˙, ~12!
which is identical to the expression ~3! on p. 89 in Landau
and Lifshitz,1 where the total force exerted on the sphere was
calculated directly by integration of the local force density,
s"n, over the surface of the sphere. Thus, the use of the
generalized reciprocal theorem bypasses the need to calcu-
late the fluid stress s.
The force exerted on a sphere translating in an arbitrary
manner ~still with Re!1) with its velocity given as a func-
tion of time, u(t), can be determined in the same fashion; we
may represent u(t) as a Fourier integral:
u~ t !5
1
2p E2‘
‘
uˆve
2ivtdv , uˆv5E
2‘
‘
u~t!eivtdt .
Since the equations are linear, operations of time differentia-
tion and spatial integration commute, which allows the force
on a sphere to be expressed as the integral over the whole
spectrum of forces corresponding to separate Fourier compo-
nents of the velocities, uˆve2ivt. Thus, we may re-write ~5! as
F526pRhu~ t !2~2p!21rE
2‘
‘ E
V f
MfˆdV~x!dv ,
~13!
where fˆ is now calculated from ~7! with ui being replaced by
uˆ i . Taking into account ~9! and ~10! the volume integral in
~13! becomes
~2p!21E
2‘
‘ E
r.1
MfˆdV~x!dv
5~2p!21E
2‘
‘
ivpR3e2ivtuˆvS 23 1 3A2nR 11iAv D dv .
~14!
The first term under the integral sign can be immediately
evaluated by noting that (du/dt)v52ivuˆv , and integrating
over v/2p results in 22pR3u˙(t)/3. The second term under
the integral sign can be integrated in exactly the same way as
in Landau and Lifshitz,1 p. 90, Problem 7, and after some
algebra gives
ReH ~11i!2p E2‘‘ ~ u˙!dve2ivtAv dvJ 5A2p E2‘t u˙~t!At2t dt .
~15!
Substituting into ~13! we finally obtain the classical formula
for the drag
F526pRhu~ t !2
2
3 prR
3u˙~ t !
26prR2A2
p E2‘
t u˙~t!
At2t
dt ,
where the second term is the so-called ‘‘added mass’’ contri-
bution and the last term is the Basset force.
The presented approach provides an elegant short-cut in
deriving the unsteady force exerted on a sphere undergoing
an arbitrary time-dependent motion at low Reynolds num-
bers since it does not require the calculation of the viscous
stress and pressure distribution on the sphere surface. It may
be useful in other context such as the motion of nonspherical
particles or particle–particle interactions in a suspension. Fi-
nally, the generalized reciprocal theorem ~5! with f given by
the complete fluid acceleration is valid for an arbitrary fre-
quency, provided that the effect of the convective inertia is
negligible.
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